I have tried to submit two times previous...third's the charm?

I am opposed to manipulation of family and friends for numbers...I like the numbers as they are. Siskiyou people either live here because they were born here and came to realize in quick measure that there wasn't any reason to look any further for perfection, or they moved here, usually for the same reason. It's a mental thing, also...birds of a feather, people who think thoughts in common...they tend to group and move together, and then they develop a voice and then they can be heard and they can represent themselves. What you are proposing is anti-natural. Poggers don't like loggers...I dare say that "don't like" borders on hatred, rafters don't like miners...ditto on the hate thing, veg-heads don't like cattle ranchers, ditto...and this list goes on.

Hey, I myself am a tree-hugging, dirt worshipper, but if my family was in need of shelter or heat, my chainsaw will put that tree in the dirt, and that's Siskiyou. In Humbolt, you must ask a tree to lay down it's life for you, and then you wait for the tree's time to fall. Different attitudes, same eventual outcome, somewhat...

This is not silly. It's real, and it is important to not moot the voices of the good people in the communities slated to be swallowed up by the Leviathan that the Progressive Party in California has become.

Is this another one of those fish and water stories...or is it something more sinister? What is the ultimate AGENDA? NO ON REDISTRICTING!!!

--
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